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This month Masterclass lakes a look at a
product lhat demands a fresh perspective on
lhe basic dilect expansion retrigeralion cycle
- the liquid pressure amplitier.

WITH the increase in the cost 0f electricity, many
organisations are now lookinq to make
improvements in refrigemtion and air conditioning
system efficiency. lt is clearthat afundamenta
change in operating parameters is necessary to
provlde significant reductions in energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions, ttris
0f course, being the British Government's ultimate
aim in ordert0 meettheir resp0nsibilities as
agreed with other nations.

It is well documented that reduced compressor
discharge pressures and the corresponding
reduction 0f compression ratios in a refrigeration
cycle are desirable in that reduced energy
consumption and increased system life are the
result. These provide reduced operating costs and
increased equipment life cycle. However, a
pr0blem then arises in that as compressor
discharge pressure is decreased, flash vapour (the
partial re-evaporation of liquid refrigerant which
has been condensed) in the system liquid line

(and receiver if fitted) increases.Any occurrence
0fflash vapour in a refrigeration or air
conditioning system will result in a direct loss of
refrigeration capacity within the evaporator The
resulting increase in runnjng time alone to meet
the refrigeration load will lead t0 increased energy
consumption and the refrigeration system
therefore becomes less efficient.

There is, however, a solution which willallow
compressor discharge pressures to be
signilicantly lowered whilst preventing the
occurrence of flash vapour.This solution thus
allows the refrigeration system to run at highe'
efiiciency and thus lower system absorbed power.

The application of liquid pressure amplification
(LPA)to a refrigeration or air conditioning system
providesthe means by which a considerable
reduction in compressor discharge pressure can
be permitted. Liquid pressure amplification (LPA)
is achieved by an hermetically sealed,
magnetically-driven liquid ref rigerant pump which
is installed in the liquid line from the condenser
(0r receive0 and thus sits between the
condensing and evaporative phases.

By overcoming the liquid line pressure drop,
flash vapour can be compl€tely eliminated.

lvloreover, lower c0mpressor discharge pressures
can then otfset this elevation ofthe liquid line
pressure. lmprovemenb in refrigeration system
efiiciency 0f up to 50% are achievable according
to operating conditions. Ann ual improvements 0f
207o-40olo are more normal due to the limits 0n
savings during the warmer months. Savings wi
als0 vary according to the usage pattern 0f the
system.

As all acr engineers are aware, the vapour
compression cycle consists of four major
components and the following is a simplistic
description of their functions:

. The evaporator - provides cooling t0 the space
or cooling medium

. The compressor - increasesthe pressure and
saturation temperature 0l the relrigerant
vapour

. The condenser- rejects heat energy from the
refrigeration system to ambient air 0r another
sink medium

. The expansion device - regulates the flow 0f
liquid refrigerant to the evap0rator.

The controls associated with such a system are
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commonly used t0 nelp maintain relatively
constant pressures within the compressor and
within the evaporator downstream from the
expansion device.Thjs regulation 0f discharge
pressure suppresses the formation of flash
vapour.

In order to understand how improvements in
refrigeration efficiency can be achieved, we must
firstly analyse the components, shown in Fig 1

{overleaD, and understand where the inefficiencies
extst.

The refrigerant in the evaporator is divided into
two parts:the liquid refrigerant undergoing
vaporisation and the superheated vapour. The
elementthat performs the majority 0fthe
refrigeration work and provides us with the
required cooling effect is the liquid relrigerant
changing fr0m liquid state t0 vapour state. The
more liquid refrigerant we are able to mainlain in
the evaporator, the higherthe evaporator
efficiency.The percentage of liquid to vap0ur in
the evap0rator is afunction of expansion device
performance, the load and the expansion device
setting, the percentage 0l flash vapour passinq
through the expansion device and the temperature
ofthe liquid refrigerant. Followrng full evaporalion
within the evap0rat0r, the temperature 0f the
vapourwill continue to rise while the pressure
remains relatively constant.

This process willalso continue in the sucti0n
line t0 the c0mpressor.This increase in
temperature while the pressure remains constanl
is referred to as superheat.

The ideal condition in most refrigeration
systems is to have the refrigerant vapour enter
the compressor at a saturated condition
containing no liquid or superheat. This is not
normally possible and would in fact pose some
risk to the com pressor accord ing t0 its design.

The behaviour ofthe refrigerant within the
condenser is divided into three separate stages.
Prior to being converted back into a liquid, the
ref rigerant undergoes de-superheating,

condensation from saturated vapour t0 saturated
liquid, and finally, a degree of sub-cooling.

The discharge temperaLure ollhe relrigerant
vapour leaving the compressor is very much
related t0 the degree ot superheatwithin the
evaporatorand the suction line coupled with the
heat 0f compression throuqh the compressor.

When the superheated vapour enters the
condenser, the first thing t0 occur is the de-
superheating of the refrigerant priort0 the
refrigerant vapour undergoing the c0ndensing
phase.

As seen in the pressure enthalpy diagram
(above), the area of condenser used is directly
related to the temperature 0fthe superheated
vapour.The higher the temperature of the
superheated vapou( the greater lhe increase in

pressure and volume.This therefore results in the
vapour occupyrng more condenser space.

The rejecti0n of heat from the de-superheated
portion ofthe refrigerant vapour is much less
effective than the latent phase, saturated vapour
to saturated liquid.

In the condensing section of a condenser, the
refrigerant vapours are cooled to the poinlof
saturation. lt is at this point that the vapour wi
start t0 condense into liquid state. As the
refrigerant vapour changes state, the pressur€
within the condenser remains relatively c0nstant.
The refrigerant continues to condense during its
passage through the condensertubes, and itis
this phase that rejects heal energy most
efficiently.

The pressure, whlch exists in the condenser, is
a function ofthe totalcondenser area logether
with other factors. The total condensing area is
equal to the total condenser area minus the de-
superheating and sub-c00ling areas. Theref 0re,
the less superheat within the condenser, the more
alea available for condensing the vapour t0 a
liquid, thus leading to increased condenser
efliciency.

When the saturation temperature of the
refrigerant liquid falls bel0w that 0fthe
surrounding temperature, the ref rigerant vapour
starts t0 evaporate (flash vapour).The purpose 0f
LPA is to allowthe temperature and pressur€
within the condenser t0 float up and down with
ambient temperatures, thus allowing discharge
pressures to be dramatically reduced during low
ambient condilions. especially during the night.

Many systems employ low ambient control,
which deliberately prevents this. The primary
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purpose of low ambient control is the
maintenance 0f high c0mpressor discharge
temperature in ordert0 prevent flash vapour and
t0 allow, for example, long liquid refrlgerant line
length, which would othenxise cause flash vapour
due t0 the drop in liquid line pressure and thus,
ref rigerant saturation temperature.

Crucially, since LPAwill preventthe liquid
relrigerant flashing back t0 refrigerant vapour
atter the condensing process, these new
0perating parameters can now allow a reduction
in compressor absorbed power and an increase in
overall refrigeration capacity. System reliability
also beneflts with lewerfailures due t0 the lower
operating pressures and temperatures.

Fig 2 shows a system utilising LPA.

LPA and the expansion device
In ord€r tor an evaporator to operate efficiently, it
must openle v,,[h as high a percentaoe 0l liquid-
to-vapour ratio as possible.To accomplish this,
the expansion device must be able t0 regulate the
flow of liquid refrigerant jnt0 the evaporator at the
same rate at which it evaporates.

As seen in most systems, the overfeeding and
underleeding ollhe expansion device drastically
atfects the efficiency of the evaporator. With the
LPA system installed and running, the flow rate is
consistently higherwith a more evenly modulating
expansion device.

The increase in refrigerant flow and improved
control 0f the expansi0n device provides bettel
utilisation 0f the evaporator, creating an increase
in pressure and a reduction in superheat
temperature entering the compressor.

Higher pressure vapour entering the

compressor as possible with LPA leading to an
increase in compressor capacity, thus providing
f urther eff iciency gains.

It is thought that the potential reduction of
superheated ref rigerant vapour temperatures via
LPA reduces the expansion 0f reciprocating
compressor cylinder walls and therefore improves
reliability.

Liquid iniection
Liquid injection allows additional improvements in
the refigeration cycle.At high ambient
temperatures, superheated vapour can occupy a
large percentage of the condenser internal volume
compromising capacity due to the reduced
surface area for cond€nsing.

Liquid injection (see Fig 3) provides superheat
suppression, by injecting sub-co0led liquid
refrigerant into the hot discharge line ofthe
compressoT, lhe Teduction 0l superhealed lapours
greatly increases condenser etliciency and overall
plant performance withoutadding work to the
compressol Increases in efficiency of 200/0 have
been reported at ambient temperatures of 45'C;
8olo-12% could realistically be expected at peaK
UK tem peratures. The cooler operati0n 0f water'
cooled condensers also prevents further scaling
reducing the need for chemical treatment and
maintaining good heat transfer.

Relro-fitting LPA
Retrofit applications l0r LPA generally fall into two
categories: -

a) Systems which, due to technical shortfalls, do
not provide the required refrigeration capacity in
accordance with the original design.

This is often due t0 moditications, which have
been made to the system, or the process is
refrigerated or cooled. lt is not uncommon tofind
compressors/condensers located 50m t0 150m
from the evaporators and several metres below
(or above) evaporators.

overcoming the liquid line {and suction line)
pressure drop in a system like this willadd
significantlyt0 the work that has t0 be done by
the compresso( this work element being non-
productive and therefore causing inefiiciency. Any
lack of quality liquid refrigerant atthe evaporator
directly results in a loss of capacity. Setting
controls for a reduction in suction temperatur€
further increasing compressor work and
inefficiency s0metjmes c0mpensates this for

b) Projects which are initiated for
environmental/energy conservati0n purposes: The
potenlial annual improvements in ellicieno/ can
be quantified for both air conditioning and
refrigeration applications. This is done using
capacity details provided by the manufacturer and
ambient tem perature/frequency data. A simple
spreadsheet analysis can then compare the
etficiency 0f systems operating at fixed
compressor discharge temperature (low ambient
control) with those of the same system with
floating discharge pressure capability and LPA
The energy analysis takes into account increased
electrical consumption due t0 increased running
0f condenser fans and the LPA motor to give a
comparison of energy consumption before and
after the retrofit, enabling a persuasive case to be
made for the necessary capitalexpenditure.

LPA limits
Whilst this article may give the impression that
LPA is the panacea to some fundamental
relriqeration problems, there are some limitations
to its application. The major gains in efficiency
come as a result of lower operating compressor
discharge pressures. ll condensers are
undersized, the potentialto achieve these lower
discharge pressures will be limited.lt may also be
difficultto make a financial case for smallair
conditioning systems, which may only operate at
higher ambient te mperatures during daylight
hours.
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